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Simulation of polyethylene oxide: Improved structure using better models
for hydrogen and flexible walls
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~Received 2 March 2001; accepted 31 May 2001!

We describe calculations of the structure of amorphous polyethylene oxide using a previously
reported model, but with better treatment of hydrogen positions and in a code which allows
relaxation of stresses in the polymerized sample by Rahman-Parrinello techniques. We also report
the effects of two different intermolecular force field potentials and find that our earlier, empirical
force field produces better agreement with experimental neutron scattering results than a force field
derived fromab initio electronic structure calculations. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a program to study the conductivity mechanisms
polymer electrolytes, we made a molecular dynamics stu1

of polyethylene oxide.2 Though molecular dynamics studie
have been done before,3–6 our approach has some uniqu
features. Here we report on an improved method for incl
ing hydrogen and/or deuterium in the model and show res
using a modified form of the code which employs t
Rahman-Parrinello methods to relax the stresses which
left after the computational polymerization which we use
make the amorphous model of the polymer. Both impro
ments have changed the structural predictions and we s
that they now agree better with the neutron scatter
experiments7 than our previous calculations did. We compa
the results with the neutron data previously reported in Re
where details of the experimental methods used can als
found. We chose to describe methyl and ethyl groups w
the united atom model because including an explicit acco
of hydrogen motion in the molecular dynamics simulati
would significantly increase the computational cost w
little corresponding improvement in the accuracy of t
structural or low frequency dynamical features which are
primary interest in our application. However, neutrons sca
strongly from hydrogen and deuterium, so the absence
hydrogen creates complications in the interpretation of n
tron scattering experiments which are being carried out
our collaborators at Argonne National Laboratory.7

II. METHOD FOR INCLUDING HYDROGEN IN THE
MODEL

To obtain an account of the effects of hydrogen or d
terium~which is substituted for hydrogen in the neutron sc
tering samples! we added hydrogen or deuterium to th
model, not as a part of the full dynamical model, but only
the purposes of calculating the neutron scattering struc
factors.~For simplicity we will refer to atom added as ‘‘hy
drogen’’ in the rest of the formal account of the metho
3950021-9606/2001/115(8)/3957/10/$18.00
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Within our approach, the only difference between hydrog
and deuterium is the mass. We present results in the
section using the deuterium mass, to account for the fact
the experimental data with which we compare is taken wit
deuterated sample.! Because the CH distances are short a
the CH stretch constant is large, the average positions of
hydrogen can be quite confidently predicted from the po
tions of surrounding carbon and oxygen centers. Howe
the rapid displacements of the hydrogen from their aver
positions due to quantum zero point motion are signific
and must be included in some way in order to get a reas
able representation of the neutron scattering results. In
vious papers7,8 we reported results of a method in which w
took approximate account of the zero point motion by d
placing the hydrogen or deuterium centers from their aver
classical positions with random displacements obeying
spherically symmetric Gaussian distribution of about t
right average displacement~roughly a tenth of an Angstrom!.

On the other hand, it is not very difficult to make a bett
representation of these quantum displacements by taking
count of the known nature of the force constants associa
with the motions of CH2 groups in a harmonic approxima
tion.

A. Classical hydrogen positions

For each configuration in the classical molecular dyna
ics model described in Ref. 7 we determine average class
positions for hydrogen sites as illustrated in Fig. 1: At~united
atom! carbon centers in the model which are not at the e
of polymer chains, first determine the O-C-C plane in whi
the carbon of interest is the one in the middle. Find t
bisector of the~smallest! O-C-C angle in that plane and ere
a plane, normal to the O-C-C plane and passing through
bisector. In this plane which is normal to the O-C-C plan
extend the aforesaid bisector to the side of the O-C-C co
plex containing the larger O-C-C angle in the O-C-C pla
and place the two average hydrogen positions symmetric
about the bisector, so that the angular separation betwee
7 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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two CH bonds is the tetrahedral angle and the CH distan
are the standard value of 1.68 Å. In the case of~united atom!
carbon atoms which are at the ends of chains, extend a
through the last O-C bond in the chain beyond the end of
chain. Determine an azimuthal angle by drawing a rand
number from a uniform distribution between 0 and 2p and
add 3 hydrogen/deuterium atoms at the standard CH b
length in such a way that the angles between CH bonds
all the tetrahedral angle and such that the resulting HH
tetrahedron is oriented azimuthally as illustrated in Fig. 1

Previously,7,8 we choose a position for each hydrog
which differed from the average value by selecting a rand
displacement with an isotropic Gaussian probability distrib
tion of width 0.1 Å. A better method utilizes the approx
mately known harmonic force constants characterizing
motions of the CH groups.9 These force constants vary from
polymer to polymer and probably depend weakly on polym
configuration and on whether one is looking at the end o
chain or in the middle of a chain. Nevertheless, because
frequency of most of the CH modes is high relative to t
frequencies of other vibrational and relaxational modes
the polymer, it is a reasonable approximation to ignore th
variations for our purposes.

B. Model for quantum model of hydrogens

We describe the harmonic motions of a pair of hydrog
atoms as illustrated in Fig. 2 in terms of a coordinate sys
in which the x-axis is perpendicular to the OCC plane,
z-axis lies along the bisector of the two CH bonds for t
average H positions and they-axis is perpendicular to thex
andz axes. The directions of the axes of this local coordin
system for each C center not at the end of a chain are d
mined from the coordinates of the centers in the progr
coordinate system as follows: LetrWO,C and rWC8,C be vectors
from the C center of interest to the neighboring oxygen~O!
and carbon centers (C8). Then the unit vectorsx̂,ŷ,ẑ which
form the axes of the local coordinate system in Fig. 2
given by

x̂5
rWO,C3rWC8,C

urWO,C3rWC8,Cu
, ~1!

FIG. 1. Determination of H/D positions. Open circles: O; filled circles: C2

or CH3.
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ẑ52
rWO,C1rWC8,C

urWO,C1rWC8,Cu
, ~2!

ŷ5 ẑ3 x̂. ~3!

The harmonic motions can then be described as stre
ing ~force constantKs!, scissors~force constantKsciss! twist-
ing ~force constantKf!, wagging ~force constantKc! and
rocking ~force constantKa!. The harmonic potential energ
describing hydrogen motions is written:

V5~Ks/2!@~rWH12a!21~rWH22a!2#

1~Ksciss/2!~u122u0!21@Kc/2~c!2#

1~Kf/2!~f2!1~Ka/2!a2, ~4!

where a is the equilibrium C-H distance. Appropriate ap
proximate values for the frequencies are taken from Re
and shown in Table I. The angles in~4! are easily related to
coordinates defined in Fig. 2 as follows:

c5arctanF ~rWH13rWH2!• ẑ

~rWH13rWH2!• ŷG , ~5!

f5arctanF ~rWH13rWH2!• x̂

~rWH13rWH2!• ŷG , ~6!

u5arccosS rWH1•rWH2

r H1r H2
D , ~7!

a5arccos~ ẑ8• ẑ!. ~8!

Here r HW 1 and rWH2 are vectors with the direction an
length of the two CH bonds. A unit vector along the insta
taneous bisector of these two unit vectors,ẑ8 is projected
onto the zx plane. We obtain the potential energy ofV of Eq.
~4! in terms of the coordinate system defined in Fig. 2 by u

FIG. 2. Coordinate system as discussed in the text.

TABLE I. Values of frequencies and force constants used.

Mode Frequency~f in cm21! Force Constant (v52p f 3c)

Rocking 900 Ka523mH,Dv2

Scissors 1500 Ksciss523mH,Dv2

Wagging 1350 Kc523mH,Dv2

Twist 1225 Kf523mH,Dv2

Stretch 3000 Ks5mH,Dv2
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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of these relations by expanding Eqs.~5!–~8! for small dis-
placements of the vectorsr HW 1 and rWH2 about the average
positions of the H centers. Then one finds

V5Ks/2Fdx1
2 sin2

u0

2
1dz1

2 cos2
u0

2
22dx1dz1 cos

u0

2
sin

u0

2 G
1Ks/2Fdx2

2 sin2
u0

2
1dz2

2 cos2
u0

2

22dx2dz2 cos
u0

2
sin

u0

2 G
1Ksciss/2F S dx12dx2

a D cos
u0

2
1S dz11dz2

a D sin
u0

2 G2

1
Kf

8 F S dy12dy2

a D 2 1

sin2
u0

2
G

1
Kc

8 F S dy11dy2

a D 2 1

cos2
u0

2
G

1
Ka

8a2 cos2
u0

2

@~dx11dx2!21 3
4~dz11dz2!2#. ~9!

Heredx1,2,dy1,2,dz1,2 are the displacements of the tw
vectors describing the positions of the two H centers in qu
tion ~measured from the common C center! relative to the
average positions and expressed in the coordinate syste
Fig. 2. Specifically, the relation is

rWH15S 2a sin
u0

2
1dx1 ,dy1 ,a cos

u0

2
1dz1D , ~10!

rWH25S a sin
u0

2
1dx2 , dy2 ,a cos

u0

2
1dz2D , ~11!

the potential energy in the general form

V5S 1

2D (
i ,n; j ,m

Ki ,n; j ,mdxi ,ndxj ,m , ~12!

where i refers to atomic sites andn, m refer to Cartesian
directionsx,y,z. The equation of motion within the harmon
approximation used for the H center motion is then clas
cally

MH

d2dxi ,n

dt2
5(

j ,m
Ki ,n; j ,mdxj ,m , ~13!

with harmonic angular eigenfrequenciesvl given by solu-
tions of the eigenvalue equation

uMHvl
2d i ,n, j ,m2Ki ,n; j ,mu50. ~14!

Eigenvectorsul5S
i ,n

Ai ,n
l dxi ,n oscillate independently with

frequenciesvl in the classical case if the coefficientsAi ,n
l

satisfy

(
j ,m

~MHvm
2 d i ,n; j ,m2Ki ,n; j ,m!Aj ,m50. ~15!
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Quantizing these harmonic oscillator modes in the w
known way,10 one obtains the quantum Hamiltonian

HQ5(
l

\vlal
†al , ~16!

in which the creation and annihilation operatorsal
† and al

are related to the displacementsul through the relation

ul5A \

2MH,D ,vl
~al

†1al!, ~17!

at zero temperature it follows that the expectation value^ul
2&

is

^ul
2&5

\

2MH,Dvl
, ~18!

whereas at finite temperatures

^ul
2&5

\

2MH,Dvl
coth~\vl/2kBT!. ~19!

The relation oful to displacements defined in the coordina
system defined in Fig. 2 is

ul5(
i ,m

Ai ,m
l dxi ,m . ~20!

Inverting this relation:

dxi ,m5(
l

~A21! i ,m
l ul , ~21!

from which one obtains the matrix describing the fluctu
tions of the hydrogen/deuterium positions in the coordin
system of Fig. 2:

^dxi ,mdxj ,n&5(
l

~A21! i ,m
l ~A21! j ,n

l ^ul
2&, ~22!

inverting this matrix we obtain the probability distributio
from which deviations of the hydrogen/deuterium positio
from the average positions in the coordinate system of Fig

P~$dxk,g%!}expS 2 (
i ,m; j , j ,n

dxi ,mdxj ,n~^dxdx&21! i ,m; j ,nD .

~23!

The algorithm for selecting deviations from average po
tions is then as follows:

1. Diagonalize the matrix~14! and compute the eigenvecto
~this need only be done once! giving thevl , Ai ,n

l and the
matrix (^dxdx&21) i ,m; j ,n ~by inversion of the sum in
equation!.

2. During the molecular dynamics run, at each time wh
data are collected for computation of radial distributi
functions~typically not every time step! determine aver-
age positions for H centers as in Sec. II above.

3. For each pair of H centers select 6 random numbers
tween zero and 1, denotedr 1,x ,...,r 2,z . From these com-
pute candidate displacementsdxi ,m5da3(r i ,m20.5)
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Downloaded 30 Au
TABLE II. Values of the Intermolecular Force Field Parameters: The force field potential has the Lennard
form A/r 122B/r 6. Only constants for like centers are shown. For unlike centers we used the geom
averages as explained in Ref. 1. For exampleAO-CH2

5AAO-OACH2-CH2
Units areA ~kcal Å12!, B ~kcal Å6!. The

effective charges for the Coulomb interaction were O~-0.326ueu!, C~0.163ueu! for both models.

AOO ACH2-CH2
ACH3-CH3

BOO BCH2-CH2
BCH3-CH3

Empirical 109,590 1,272,800 2,516,600 204.06 781.64 1 228.8
Ab initio 476 616.9 5,934,641 8,171,486 569.297 1673.7 2 286.86
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, all
iza-
whereda is an amplitude chosen to make the probabil
of acceptance at the next step reasonably high.~Charac-
teristically we used values ofda of the order of 0.1 Å.!
Evaluate the ~unnormalized! probability p5exp
@2Si,m;j,j,ndxi,mdxj,n(^dxdx&21)i,m;j,n# @see Eq.~23!#. Select
another random numberr evenly distributed between
and 1. If r ,p, accept the trial displacements for th
pair.11 Otherwise repeat step 3.

4. Repeat 1 through 3 for all C centers.

III. SIMULATION AT CONSTANT PRESSURE

We have also improved the code describing amorph
polyethylene oxide by implementing a simulation of it
constant pressure, using the method due to Rahman
Parrinello.12 Because their formulation was for systems co
taining only two body forces, it was necessary to extend
Rahman-Parrinello algorithms for use with the three bo
torsion forces present in our polyethylene oxide model.~The
treatment of long range Coulomb interactions via Ew
simulations also requires some care when it is implemen
in the Rahman-Parrinello scheme but this has been discu
elsewhere!.13 Though this implementation has been do
before,13 we briefly reiterate our approach. In the language
Ref. 2, we define the matrixh from 3 vectorsaW ,bW ,cW which
define the periodically continued simulation celli. The co
umns ofh are the components ofaW ,bW ,cW as in Ref. 12. We
permit these to move dynamically at fixed pressure. The
namical variables are the elements ofh and sW i for particles
i 51, N and wheresW i5j i ,h i ,z i define the particle position
rW i through the relationrW i5j iaW 1h ibW 1z icW5hsW i . The La-
grangian from which the equations of motion are derived

L5S 1

2D(
i 51

N

misẆ i
TGsẆ2V~rW1 ,...,rWN!1S 1

2DTrḣTḣ2pV,

~24!

in which V5aW •(bW 3cW ) is the ~time varying! cell volume.
This is the same Lagrangian as that defined in Ref. 12 ex
that the potentialV is permitted to be an arbitrary function o
the particle positions, instead of being a sum of pair pot
tials. As in Ref. 12,G5hTh. We denote the Euclidean com
ponents of the force on the particlei by Fl,i52]V/]r l,i .
Then the equations of motion for the variablessW i andh take
the form

s̈l,i52Glm
21Ġmnṡn i1Glm

21hmn
T Fn i , ~25!

Wḧlm5(
i

miv ilṡm i2pVhlm
T21

2(
i

Fl,ism i . ~26!
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Here we have used the summation convention for repe
greek indices. In these equations,vW i5hsẆ i as in Ref. 12. The
equations can be shown to be identical to those of Ref.
except for the last term in each, which has been expresse
a more general form, appropriate for calculation with forc
of any type which can be derived from a potential which is
function only of the particle coordinates. If we specialize
forces derived from pair potentials, we again recover
equations of Ref. 12 exactly.

IV. AB INITIO FORCE FIELDS

In Ref. 1 we used force fields estimated from the lite
ture to describe the nonbonding forces between the mo
mers of the polymer. Recently, we have fitted first princip
ab initio results for the interaction of two diglyme units o
PEO to Lennard-Jones potential of the form we are using
these simulations and have obtained a different paramet
tion, as summarized in Table II. We will report results f
both parametrizations in the following. For both theab initio
and the empirical force fields, we use different interactio
for the methyl carbons at the ends of chains and for the e
carbons along the chains.@In comparisons with experiment
this is somewhat unrealistic because our computatio
samples contain many more end groups than the real p
mer. However, we have found that the calculatedg(r ) de-
scribed below is essentially unchanged if we use the ethy
force field parameters for all the monomers in our compu
tional sample so this error has no effects at least forg(r ).#

The Lennard-Jones~LJ! potential parameters were ob
tained from fitting of a potential energy curve for the inte
action of two diglyme molecules generated from theab initio
molecular orbital calculations. The points on the surfa
were obtained from second-order perturbation theory us
the 6-311G** basis set (MP2/6-311G** ).14 The ab initio
potentials are very similar to ones derived from LJ potenti
reported by Jorgenson and Tirado-Rives15 from fitting to or-
ganic liquid data. Since the latter potentials are essenti
the same as theab initio one, they would likely give similar
results for the radial distribution functions as theab initio
potential if MD simulations were carried out with them.

V. RESULTS

The general approach in this project is to polymerize
model computationally, starting with the monomeric flui
and to use the rate at which the polymerization is done a
control parameter in order to match the~nonequilibrium!
structure found in experiment. In the results reported here
the samples were simulated for about 2 ps after polymer
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. Comparison of radial distribution function from
model described here for various polymerization rat
with the neutron scattering results. Times between co
putation ‘‘polymerization’’ events are:~a! 12 fs, ~b! 60
fs, and~c! 1 ps.
m
er
e
e

l
of
res-
tion and then for at least 20 ps to collect data. We ran so
simulations for 80 ps and did not observe significant diff
ences in the calculated structureg(r ). Sample sizes were th
same as in Refs. 1 and 7. Constant volume calculations w
Downloaded 30 Aug 2001 to 128.101.220.56. Redistribution subject to A
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carried out at a volume of (24.206)3 Å 3 corresponding to a
density of 1.165 gm/cm3, quite close to the experimenta
density of 1.158 gm/cm3 and giving a computed pressure
'24 atm. Constant pressure runs were carried out at a p
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 4. Effect of constant pressure vs constant volum
on the radial distribution function results:~a! constant
pressure, and~b! constant volume.
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sure of 1 atm, giving a computed volume of (24.152)3 Å 3

and nearly the same density. A simple thermostat held
average kinetic energy at a value corresponding to 400
We present results for several computational polymeriza
rates as summarized in Fig. 3 using the empirical fo
fields, the new method for treating hydrogen and the sim
lation at constant pressure. The differences between the
sults for the three different polymerization rates are small
the results for a time between polymerization events of 1
are in slightly better agreement with the experimental resu
In computational samples polymerized at this rate, th
were characteristically around 15 chains with lengths in
range 6 to 32 monomers. In the next three Figs. 4–6,
show the effects of the three new features introduced in
computations carried out here. Figure 4 compares the re
at constant pressure and at constant volume, both with
empirical force fields, a 1 pspolymerization time and the ful
assymmetric distribution for the deuterium positions.

The constant pressure results are in significantly be
agreement with the experiments than the constant volu
ones. Figure 5 shows the effect of nonspherical distribut
of hydrogen around the classical positions. Here we comp
Downloaded 30 Aug 2001 to 128.101.220.56. Redistribution subject to A
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results with constant pressure, a 1 ps polymerization t
and the empirical force fields with the full asymmetric a
the spherical Gaussian distributions of deuterium positio
The differences are not significant. Finally, in Fig. 6 we sho
the effect of using theab initio force fields by comparing the
results at constant pressure, 1 ps polymerization time
assymetric distributions of deuterium for the empirical a
ab initio force fields. It is clear that theab initio force fields
do not give results which agree as well with the experime
as the empirical force fields do.

To obtain these results, we have calculated the exp
mentally observed7 linear combination of partial radial dis
tribution functions,

gmd~r !5(
a,b

cacbgab~r !, ~27!

from the MD code and the two algorithms for adding hydr
gen as described above and have then convoluted the r
with the appropriate Fourier transform of the Lorch windo
function used in the analysis of the experiments. Details
the convolution procedure appear in the Appendix.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 5. Effect of improved description of hydrogen mo
tion on the radial distribution function results:~a! re-
sults with aspherical distribution as described here.~b!
Results with previous spherical Gaussian distribution
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced a new procedure for taking acco
of the presence of hydrogen in molecular dynamics simu
tions of hydrocarbons, without sacrificing the advantages
the united atom model for methyl groups in speeding up
trajectory calculations. The method takes account of imp
tant zero point effects in the motion of the hydrogen atom
without involving the significantly increased computation
cost of including them by path integral or related metho
Like some of those methods, this approach is only useful
calculating structural features of the simulated system. So
authors have reported artificially weakening the C–H bo
strengths in a classical simulation model which explici
includes hydrogen motion, in order to produce hydrogen m
tion approximately like the quantum zero point motion. Th
is much less realistic than the present method and is, c
putationally, significantly more expensive. We have also
proved the model by simulating at constant pressure
have explored the effects of using force fields derived fr
first principles electronic structure calculations.

We applied our method to a previously reported mo
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for amorphous polyethylene and compared the results w
neutron scattering results on that system. The biggest cha
in the simulation results~and which significantly improved
the model as a representation of the neutron data! arose from
the introduction of the constant pressure algorithm~Fig. 4!.
By contrast, improved treatment of hydrogen~Fig. 5! and
varying the polymerization rate~Fig. 3! had small effects on
the structure. A somewhat surprising aspect of the result
that the empirical force fields used to describe interch
interactions in our earlier work seem to describe the exp
mental neutron data better than the presumably better f
fields derived from first principles electronic structure~Fig.
6!. The reasons for this are not entirely clear particula
because the first principles force fields agree with empir
results of Jorgenson,15 which were derived by fitting molecu
lar dynamics data on monomeric liquids. We compare
force field potentials in Fig. 7. Our empirical force field p
tentials which were taken from an earlier empirical mode16

are ‘‘softer.’’ That is, the sharp rise to positive potentials
short distances occurs at smaller separations and is less
than in the potentials derived from first principles calcu
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 6. Effect of new force field potentials:~a! g(r )
calculated with empirical potentials, and~b! with ab
initio force field potentials.
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tions. Possibly the force fields which were derived from
teractions between short, diglyme molecules are not re
sentative of forces between longer chains.~We have made
some preliminaryab initio calculations with different con-
figurations and larger molecules which suggest that
forces may indeed be less repulsive on average than t
given by the fit toab initio data used here.! Finally, there are
discrepancies between the data and the calculations a
shortest distances in all the radial distribution functions.
particular, the weight under the C-D peak at around 1 Å is
smaller in the calculations than in the experimental data.
cause we have carefully checked that the weight under
C-D peak is consistent with the number of deuterium in
simulation, it seems likely that this discrepancy is due
some kind of experimental artifact in the data at short d
tances.
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APPENDIX: CONVOLUTION OF MD DATA FOR
COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

The neutron scattering structure factorS(Q) is used to
obtain a radial distribution functiong(r ) by use of the ex-
pression

g~r !51.011/rE @S~Q!21#W~Q!eiQW •rW
dQW

~2p!3 ,

which is the standard expression except for a window fu
tion W(Q) which was taken to have the Lorch form

W~Q!5
sin~Qp/Qmax!

Qp/Qmax
,
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FIG. 7. Comparison of empirical and first principle
interchain force field potentials:~a! O–O potential,~b!
C–C potentials, and~c! C–O potentials.
e-

n

for Q,Qmax and zero otherwise. The formal relation b
tween the calculated radial distribution functiongmd(r ) and
the structure factorSmd(Q) is given by the same relatio
without the window function
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gmd~r !51.011/rE @Smd~Q!21#eiQW •rW
dQW

~2p!3 .

To obtain a calculated quantityg̃md(r ) for comparison with
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the experimentalg(r ), we formally invert the last equation

@Smd~Q!21#/r5E eiQW •rW@gmd~r !21#drW.

Then multiplying this result byW(Q)r and Fourier trans-
forming back as in the experimental relation, we obtain

g̃md~r !51.011/rE @Smd~Q!21#W~Q!eiQW •rW
dQW

~2p!3 .

Then by use of the last two equations, rearranging and
rying out the integrals on wave vector explicitly, one has

gW md~r !51.01E dr8F~r 8!

3E
21

11

~gmd~Ar 921r 222r 9rm!21!dm,

in which

F8~r 8!5
Qmax

2 r 8

2p2 Fsin~Qmaxr 82p!

Qmaxr 82p
2

sin~Qmaxr 81p!

Qmaxr 81p G .
Our numerical implementation of this expression forg̃md(r )
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passed the ‘‘empty lattice test’’ of givingg̃md(r )50 when
gmd(r )50 with an accuracy of about one part in 102.
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